
              Bavariaville’s New Hero 

     By Fritz Herrmann 

Prince Fritz has just recovered from his injuries in the healing water chamber after his fight with 

Dr. Colivs and lost. He felt very calm as the doctors dried him off. After they dried him, I gave him the 

spare clothes I brought with me for Fritz to change into. 

“You all better now, Fritz?” I asked after he changed into his new clothes. 

“Uh-huh,” replied Fritz. 

As we got into my hovercar, Fritz started to yawn and it made me say, “I think you need some 

rest before we get you back in shape and test your superpowers.” 

On the way back to my house, Fritz soon fell fast asleep in my hovercar as I glanced at him to 

see how he was doing. 

When we got back into my house, Fritz was still asleep, so I picked him up, who was lightweight 

for me to carry, and brought him into a bed to finish his rest. 

While Fritz was sleeping, I put some lavender oil on myself because I was worried that I thought 

he was still in a coma. But I remembered that he recovered from his injuries and he just needed some 

rest. 

After Fritz got well-rested, we went to my laboratory to get him in good shape and test his 

superpowers. 

“All right, Fritz,” I said. “We’re going to have you go through that obstacle course again a few 

times to get you in shape again, and then we’ll test your superpowers.” 

“I’m on it,” Fritz said with preparation. 



He started running through the obstacle course a second after I rang the bell and ran towards 

the first of those steep ramps and grabbed hold of the ledge in one try. He then ran really fast and did 

not give up going up all those other ramps. 

I watched with amazement as Fritz jumped up and down the stepping stones without losing his 

balance. A few seconds later, he reached the other side of the stones. 

By the apex ladder, Fritz held his confidence as he remembered what he had done a few years 

ago. Before he went up and down the ladder, he took a few steps back from it and ran towards it. He 

climbed right up the ladder using only his feet without losing his balance and did not include his hands 

for balance. Fritz ran right down the apex ladder and landed on the ground, standing in triumph. 

“Excellent!” I shouted. “Now, onto the course for your superpowers to be tested!” 

After Fritz went to the room with the metal cutouts displayed as innocent civilians and 

terrorists, I said to him, “Now you have to hone your powers to focus on the terrorists. Remember, 

those terrorists and innocent civilians are just fake metal cutouts and don’t get too angry. That’s another 

reason why you lost against Dr. Colivs.” 

The cutouts started to pop out in front of Fritz, and he jumped up on a ledge and aimed carefully 

to where his bolts of lightning should go and shot a streak of lightning from his hands at the terrorist. 

Then many terrorists went down from the cause of lightning scattering around without any civilian 

casualties. 

Fritz jumped off the ledge and was prepared for the next wave after some deep breaths. As 

more cutouts popped out, one popped out very close to Fritz. He got startled and got ready to strike at 

it, but he then spared it as he realized that the cutout was a civilian and he went on to go to the other 

cutouts.  



Fritz did his best to go for the terrorists instead of the civilians. As there was a line of only 

terrorists, he breathed out a big ball of fire and the line of terrorists went down. Some sparks from 

Fritz’s fire started to fly after the blast of the fire. Fritz saw the sparks and ran to catch every single one 

of them that was going down towards a civilian and absorbed the sparks in his hands. 

As I saw that Fritz was worried about the sparks and saw him catching them, I could also tell that 

he was worried the room he was in would catch fire, so I told him, “Don’t worry, the walls and floor in 

this room are inflammable.” 

“Well I’m relieved,” Fritz said. “But I don’t want the civilians to get hurt.” 

“I know,” I said. “Just keep it up!” 

Two hours later, after testing his superpowers and getting him in good fighting shape, Fritz felt 

worked up and I gave him a pat on the back for a job well done. 

Just before Fritz was ready to stop Dr. Colivs, he rested on a comfy chair and I left him alone 

where I started inventing a drone to track Fritz to make sure he doesn’t get hurt while fighting. I also 

had a plan to give the citizens of Bavariaville a big surprise. 

Right after his rest, Fritz saw what I was inventing and wondered what the drone was for. 

“I will be watching you to make sure you don’t get hurt like last time,” I said. “I’m going to show 

the footage to the citizens. And don’t worry, the drone is small enough to be in perfect hiding places, so 

Dr. Colivs and his robots won’t see it. The recording also has excellent quality no matter where my drone 

goes.” 

“Thank you,” said Fritz. “I will be seeing you soon again. I really mean it. You got me in excellent 

shape and the powers you gave me are well tested.” 



After Fritz flew off into the sky, I gave an announcement to the entire city of Bavariaville. 

“May I have all your attention please,” I called to the people. “I’m Lee Lindemann and I am 

introducing you to a new hero. I’m going to show you a live recording of him fighting the terrorist who 

wrecked the castle.” 

I put the footage that my drone was showing on to the big screens of the city buildings. It 

showed some clouds and then went down to the mountains. The drone went into Colivs’ lair where Fritz 

was fighting Colivs and his robots. The citizens and I realized that Colivs was really angry and he thought 

Fritz was dead. 

“Go get him!” yelled a citizen to Fritz. 

“Yeah!” shouted the others. “Go Fritz!” 

A few minutes later, Fritz left Colivs’ robots charred and smashed with blown circuits. 

“All right Fritz!” shouted Colivs in fury. “You’re going to see what we both have in common.” 

Colivs took off his lab coat and goggles and showed that he had lightning power like Fritz’s. It 

didn’t even startle Fritz, but the citizens and I were. 

Colivs said, “Now you’re really going to die, Fritz, like your parents did. When I’m finished with 

you, I will have Lee dead as well and keep terrorizing Bavariaville and the whole world.” 

Fritz got really furious and let out a shot of lightning as Colivs let out a shot of lightning as well. It 

made a huge ball of lightning and Fritz’s hands started to shake. The lair started to shake too. 

Both Fritz and Colivs kept their balance as the ball of lightning they made got bigger and bigger 

to try and shoot lightning at each other. Fritz took a deep breath to stop his hands from shaking as he 

remembered me telling him, that his anger was one of reasons he lost against his first fight with Colivs. 



Suddenly, the ball of lightning moved towards Colivs and it blew up sending both Fritz and Colivs 

flying, but Fritz caught on to a platform to stop himself from getting hurt. 

Colivs kept flying until he crashed into one of the walls and fell down the mountain, straight to 

his death. 

Colivs’ lair started to crumble. Luckily, Fritz spotted my drone, so he took it with him to safety 

before he left. 

The citizens who watched the fight between Prince Fritz and Dr. Richard Colivs started to cheer. 

As Fritz arrived back to Bavariaville, where a big crowd was waiting, they lifted the both of us up 

and congratulated us for protecting Bavariaville and the whole world. The crowd lifted me up because 

they knew that I made that elixir for Fritz when he was a baby and I made some perfect inventions and 

none of them have illegal materials. 

Months later, at a new built castle, we had a big party for the both of us, as Fritz looked forward 

on continuing to work hard on protecting this world. And Bavariaville even got very few terrorist 

incidents like last time, and became a safer place to dwell. 

 

     The End 


